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Chapter 3 describes the detailed development of the isogenic in vitro disease model for 

X-Chromosomal diseases. It explains the approach to sort RTT patient-derived fibroblasts, 

to generate pure populations of cells harbouring or not harbouring the MECP2 mutation. 

Here, we outlined the use of a specific reprogramming method to generate female 

iPSCs without reactivating the former inactivated X-Chromosome. This approach leads 

to the generation of pure iPSC lines from the same donor, being either a!ected or 

not-a!ected by a X-Chromosomal mutation. The generation of such isogenic disease 

models is very important for the investigation of X-Chromosomal diseases such as RTT. 

Due to the combination of healthy and a!ected cells in the sample, altered mechanisms 

can be overseen due to a low signal to noise ratio. This chapter describes the basic 

scientific model which is used for all in vitro research in the remaining chapters of this 

thesis. 

In Chapter 4 we investigated alterations in juvenile cortical RTT neurons. We di!erentiated 

the generated iPSC lines further and compared activity patterns which appeared 

during early neuronal development from RTT and control neurons. By performing 

calcium imaging, we were able to show that the generated RTT neurons have a delay 

in firing synchronous, which indicates an impaired development of functional circuits. 

Furthermore, we detected a decrease in the firing frequency of juvenile RTT neurons, 

which is essential for physiological synaptogenesis and proper neuronal maturation. 

Based on these findings, we suggested that the altered activity pattern of the generated 

juvenile RTT neurons could be a potential cause in the underdeveloped phenotype of 

adult RTT neurons, which also indicates an early, prenatal disease onset.

In Chapter 5 we investigated quantitative alterations during very early neuronal 

development. To this end, we di!erentiated iPSCs towards neuronal stem cells and 

performed mass spectrometry. We detected alterations in RTT neuronal stem cells 

already at very early stages. These alterations increased during di!erentiation towards 

neuronal stem (NES) cells. In gene ontology (GO) term analysis, we showed that proteins 

associated with common phenotypic alteration such as ‘insulin receptor signalling 

pathway’, ‘axonal guidance’, ‘cytoskeleton organization’ were already a!ected at this 

stage. This implements a prenatal disease onset with alterations adding up until the first 

appearance of symptoms. 

In Chapter 6 we discussed our previous findings in a bigger context and looked into 

parallels with other forms of RTT, but also other neurodevelopmental disorders. By 

identifying overlaps in relevant mechanisms and pathways, we indicated a general 

issue during neurogenesis. We linked our findings with common pathways involved in 
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Researchers including Dr. Andreas Rett, Dr. Bengt Hagberg, Prof. Dr. Huda Yahya Zoghbi, 

and many others improved the life of Rett Syndrome (RTT) patients by investigating the 

disease mechanisms over the last decades. However, we still have not fully understood 

all the underlying processes during the appearance of RTT. To understand the onset 

of RTT, current research focuses specifically on the early neuronal development of 

RTT patients. Therefore, the usage of induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) has been 

a crucial approach in investigating prenatal development and observing potential 

developmental alterations. This technique provides the possibility to study complex 

pathways and disease onset mechanisms, which might be the key to fully understand 

RTT. The present thesis aimed to provide new scientific insight into RTT disease onset and 

the underlying disease mechanisms by studying early neuronal development. 

Chapter 1 gives a fundamental introduction about RTT and its history, starting in the 

early 1950s when Andreas Rett observed the first RTT patients in his doctor’s o!ice, 

up to recent case numbers worldwide. Furthermore, it summarizes early human 

brain development in vivo and how the usage of iPSC technology is capable to study 

neurodevelopmental processes in vitro. Therefore, it creates the basis of our research 

and explains the background of our disease model.

In Chapter 2 we investigated the neuronal phenotype observed in primary tissue 

from adolescent RTT patients and age-matched controls. Specifically, we looked into 

di!erences in chloride homeostasis by comparing Potassium-Chloride-Co-Transporter 

2 gene (KCC2) expression levels. We confirmed previous findings describing a reduction 

of KCC2 expression in RTT neurons by investigating post mortem brain tissue of RTT 

patients and age- and gender-matched controls. We suggested, that the lack of KCC2 

implements an insu!icient shift of a aminobutyric acid (GABA), from excitatory in juvenile 

neurons towards inhibitory in mature neurons. This, eventually influences synaptogenesis 

and is responsible for an imbalance in excitation and inhibition (E/I). Additionally, we 

showed that in particular one isoform, namely KCC2a was reduced in RTT patients’ 

neurons. As this isoform is predominantly expressed in neuronal cells in the brain stem, 

it is involved in the development and maintenance of essential physiological processes 

such as respiration. Even though our findings need follow up studies to completely 

understand how KCC2a is a!ecting the development of RTT patients, they postulate a 

potential mechanism explaining the delay in neuronal maturation and altered activity 

patterns as described in chapter 4. 
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neurogenesis, such as the contribution of IGF-1 or the mTOR pathway. Conclusively, this 

chapter emphasizes the main findings of this thesis, the onset of RTT before clinical 

symptoms are manifested, and the potential involvement of elementary developmental 

pathways. 
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During my time as a PhD working on Rett Syndrome, I got to know many incredible 

people who not only influenced my work, but also my personality. First and foremost I 

need to thank all of the Rett Syndrome patients and their families. They o!ered me the 

privilege to get to know extraordinary, impressive young women and to experience, 

what life with Rett Syndrome is about. Therefore, I want to express my gratitude for 

sharing all their needs, fears and challenges openly. As William Shakespeare wrote: 

“We know what we are but know not what we may be”, science cannot o!er a cure 

yet, but with each small step, we are getting closer to the overall goal and cure Rett 

Syndrome one day.

Without my promoting professors, this whole thesis would not have been possible, so 

I need to thank Prof. Danielle Posthuma as my promoter and Dr. Vivi Heine as my co-

promoter for their continuous support. Danielle, thank you for your trust. Even though, 

the wet lab world is a complete di!erent one from computational sciences (we both 

had to learn this -), your e!orts to combine these worlds will have the capability to 

help thousands of patients and I am thankful for having been a part of it. Vivi, thank 

you for sharing all your knowledge on stem cells with me. I appreciated the opportunity 

of working in your stem cell laboratory, where I constantly improved my skills on iPSC 

research. Thank you for all your advice and guidance during these years, which I 

honestly cherished a lot. For all of your challenging research goals ahead, I wish you 

both all the best of success and I hope that our paths will cross again at one or the other 

conference. Furthermore, I would like to acknowledge the members of the reading and 

defence committee, Prof. Leopold Curfs, Prof. Adrian Harwood, Dr. Sharon Kolk, Prof. 

Sabine Spijker and Prof. Matthijs Verhage. Thank you all for spending your valuable time 

on reading and evaluating my thesis. Especially in these di!icult times of the COVID-19 

pandemic, I am grateful that you took the e!ort to be part of my committee.

I also thank Prof. Marjo van der Knaap and her team of the child neurology department 

of the VUMC. Thank you Dr. Truus Abbink and Dr. Marianna Bugiani, for your input on my 

research projects during the weekly meetings at the hospital. Truus, unfortunately we 

did not manage to implement our British evenings, but I really hope we can catch up on 

it sometime. Nienke, Carola and Timo, thank you for helping out when equipment was 

missing again. Because of you, I did not need to pipette the 384 well plates with a single 

channel pipette, which would have extended my PhD for another year.

A special thanks is dedicated to the CNCR members Prof. Guus Smit, Dr. Ronald van 
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throughout all of the time.

Of course, another special thank you needs to go to the Complex Trait Genetics Team. 

I enjoyed the time working with all of you and will never forget the time during our 

marvellous lab-outings or Danielle’s summer-boat parties. Thank you Anke, for taking 

care of me when I was just new in the department. You inspired Stephanie and me not 

only on our lunch habits -. I wish you all the best for your future in ‘Austradam’. Cesar, it 

was great to have you as an o!ice mate. Thank you for the great time and for taking 

care of our o!ice cactus (I hope it is still alive?). Tinca and Sophie, thank you so much 

for all your input and your e!orts on supporting my research project and teaching me 

statistics (even if the latter was much more di!icult for you Sophie). Thank you both for 

always having open doors and ears when I needed it. Eline, without your knowledge 

and support on everything related to administration, my work just would have stopped 

from time to time. So thank you for everything you did and the nice talks we had. I know, 

I still owe you a tile -. Mats, you always took care of us all. Thank you for the great time 

in Dublin and Antwerp and all the nice talks we had during our Friday borrels - “Das 

war super toll!”. While writing these lines, I just got reminded that obviously I lost our little 

bet. So I owe you some Champagne, I guess -. To my close friend Kyoko: Thank you 

for being my colleague, my neighbour and most of all, my friend. I always enjoyed our 

dinners, yoga lessons and gardening sessions a lot. Thank you for sharing this period of 

my life with me. I know we will see each other anytime soon in Hamburg, New York, 

Canada, Japan or a completely di!erent place, and I´m absolutely looking forward to it. 

My roomy, lab-buddy and close friend Stephanie, thank you for always having walked 

right next to me on this long way. We shared so much together, success and failure. 

You always knew when our salads needed to be replaced by Tony’s Chocolonely to 

overcome latest issues and I am so grateful that you were with me the entire four years. 

I am eternally grateful for all the wonderful friends I made for life during my PhD.

I would also like to acknowledge some important persons from the AMC. Thank you, 

Eleonore, for your support, even though we never managed to meet in person. And 

of course, thank you Céline. I really enjoyed the time we had together either in the 

Netherlands or far away on some horsebacks at Hydra. You are one of the smartest 

persons I have ever met and I am so grateful to call you my dear friend. Even though, 

you are the most direct person I have ever met, you have always been a sincere and 

very good friend. 

Finally, my family: Without you, I would never have been able to achieve this. Mama 

and Papa, thank you for supporting me throughout my entire life. Papa, thank you for 

Kesteren, Dr. Ruud Toonen, Prof. Huib Mansvelder and Dr. Rhiannon Meredith, who gave 

input on my projects in several di!erent meetings. Titia, Anna, Robbert, Desiree and 

Joost, thank you for being the persons to contact whenever the opera was giving 

errors, the antibodies were not available or the midi-prep did not work. Thank you for 

your support and for having a good time together. Els and Evelin, your commitment to 

the organisation of courses, conferences and events was outstanding. Thank you for 

the unforgettable ONWAR PhD meetings and your help with administrative issues. Johny 

and Sonja; as part of the Marie Curie PhD program we started as colleagues and 

quickly became neighbours and friends. Thank you for all the wonderful time we spend 

together and all the incredible food Johny spoiled me with. You both are amazing 

people and I hope to be able to welcome both of you in Germany anytime soon. 

Of course, a very special thanks goes to the people from the stem cell laboratory. Aish, 

you were the first person giving me a warm welcome when I arrived in Amsterdam. 

Thank you for our great time together. I am very happy I met you and I am still honoured 

by having been selected as your paranymph for your PhD defence. I wish you and your 

little family all the best. Stephanie, Prisca and Anna; you three were the experienced ones 

when I arrived. I learned a lot from you about the life as a PhD and life in Amsterdam 

(with the best restaurant recommendations -). Anne, Leonie and Kevin, thank you for 

the time we spend together in the lab and during our funny after work borrels with a 

glass of cold chardonnay. I also need to thank Paulien. Even if we did not always agree 

on the same thing, we both wanted the same: performing good research. I appreciated 

your support and wish you all the best. Gerbren, you are not part of the stem cell lab 

anymore, but you were the one who advised me how to handle stem cells properly. 

Luckily, I now know that they have a special taste of music and grow best when they 

are exposed to the tough baselines from Rammstein and Linkin Park. Thank you for 

all the funny hours culturing and splitting cell lines side by side. Dwayne, you also left 

the stem cell lab already as a PhD and I wish you all the best for your future career in 

industry. Thank you for sharing your trust by nominating me as your paranymph. I really 

enjoyed the time working with you and hope that we will meet again, maybe having 

an iPSC-burger together. 

Claudia, together with Lisa you formed “The Italian Connection”. I enjoyed entering the 

lab and always felt like being on vacation. For your transition to industry I wish you all 

of luck and hope we will meet again. My dearest Lisa, thank you for all your help and 

support. You will always have a place in my heart. When everything went wrong (again) 

you were always the one calming me down and motivating me to try again. You are 

the good soul of the lab, so please stay as you are. Thank you for being a good friend 
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teaching me how to go my own way and that it is most important to believe in yourself. 

Thank you Mama for always believing in me, even if I needed a little bit of extra time.- 

You always encourage me in taking the next challenge until I reached my aspired goal 

eventually. Thank you! Jaclyn, thank you for always having been present every time I 

needed you. Our lives will always be connected, no matter where we will end up and 

how far we are apart. 

Finally, I want to thank my beloved husband Julian. I know that I was probably not the 

easiest person during the busy phases of my PhD. But you always supported me with 

“Salzbrezeln und Tee” and most of all with your love and care. You always have faith 

in me and you persuade me to reach everything I want. Thank you for always being 

there for me. I love you!

At the end I want to thank all those I did not mention but who contributed to my thesis 

by giving valuable advice through discussions at conferences or meetings. I always 

appreciated every little bit of it.
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